PBL Power-point Lesson:

Wait Patiently and Quietly
Wauchope Public School
Positive Behaviours

We need to..........

• Be Safe
• Follow Instructions
• Show Respect..........

in all places around the school and at all times.
Wait Patiently and Quietly: Sit quietly and wait to be dismissed at lunch and recess.
Wait Patiently and Quietly.
Wait patiently at the bus lines to catch your bus.
• **Wait Patiently and Quietly:**

  Wait patiently for your turn at the canteen.
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- Wait Patiently and Quietly:
  
  Wait quietly for your teacher to arrive.
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- Wait Patiently and Quietly:

Wait quietly in lines to leave the Library.
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- Wait Patiently and Quietly:
  Wait quietly in lines for Assembly.
Wait Patiently and Quietly:

Wait patiently for your turn at the toilet.
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- Wait Patiently and Quietly:
  Wait quietly in a line to go to Kids Space Play House.
Wait patiently and quietly for your sport teams.
Wait Patiently and Quietly.
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